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Abstract— A Autonomous car (also known as self-driving 

car, or driverless car) has the capability to sense about its 

environment and navigating without human decision. Self-

driving cars are the next generation technology which 

promise road safety. Implementing a self-driving car is 

difficult which includes many parts. Some of them are traffic 

light identification and classification, MPC controller, Path 

planning, behavioral cloning, vehicle detection and distance 

calculation, PID controller, object detection and 

identification, lane finding. The first and most important part 

is the behavioral cloning part which can be implemented by 

using CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) nvidia end to 

end deep learning model, widely used model for behavioral 

cloning. In this paper we have explained how to implement 

an autonomous car using the end to end deep learning model 

on simulators and real world games. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The ambition of autonomous driving can trace back to 

Leonardo da Vinci’s self-propelled cart if not the earliest, 

whose complicated control mechanism allows it to follow a 

pre-programmed path automatically. To date, self-driving 

cars are no longer a rare sight on real roads. The research of 

autonomous driving has received tremendous governmental 

funding such as Eureka Prometheus Project and V-Charge 

Project and was stimulated by competitions like DARPA 

Grand Challenge Following the taxonomy used in, we 

categorize existing autonomous driving systems into two 

major thrusts: mediated perception approaches and behavior 

reflex approaches. For the former category, this difficult task 

is first decomposed into several atomic, more tractable sub-

tasks of recognizing driving-relevant objects, such as road 

lanes, traffic signs and lights, pedestrians, etc. After solving 

each sub-task, the results are compiled to obtain a 

comprehensive understanding of the car’s immediate 

surroundings, and a safe and effective steering action can then 

be predicted. 

 In this project we use DAVE-2 or PilotNet were 

inspired by ALVINN and DAVE. The network consists of 9 

layers, including a normalization layer, 5 convolutional layers 

and 3 fully connected layers. The trained data is collected 

from two-lane roads (with and without lane markings), 

residential roads with parked cars, tunnels, and unpaved 

roads. 

 The aim of this project is to build a self-driving car 

simulator using pilotnet CNN architecture and test the model 

in different simulators and games. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Deep Learning 

Deep Learning is a subfield of machine learning concerned 

with algorithms inspired by the structure and function of the 

brain called Artificial neural networks (ANN). In deep 

learning we don’t need to do handcrafted feature extraction 

like we do in classifiers like SVM and Random Forest. The 

ANN extracts features by its own. For character 

classification. This project uses Convolutional neural 

network (CNN) which is a very popular ANN for finding 

patterns in data. 

B. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 

Convolution neural network algorithm is a special kind of 

feed forwarded multilayer perceptron which is basically an 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN). It has proven its design for 

identification of patterns from two dimensional data. It has 

successfully been applying in image classification, natural 

language processing etc. The main difference between a CNN 

and an ANN is that CNN uses parameter sharing which 

makes the computation a lot easier. A typical CNN Always 

has one input layer, convolution layers, pooling layers, reLU 

(Rectified Linear Unit) layers, fully connected layers and one 

output layer. In addition to this, the number of layer in a CNN 

is subjected to change according to the classification 

requirements. A simple CNN is shown in figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Convolutional Neural Network 

 CNNs use variation of multilayer perceptron 

designed to require minimal preprocessing. They are also 

known as shift invariant or space invariant artificial neural 

networks. Convolutional layers apply a convolution 

operation to the input, passing the result to the next layer. 

Convolutional networks may include local or global pooling 

layers, which combine the outputs of neuron clusters at one 

layer into a single neuron in the next layer. This is done for 

down sampling a feature map obtained as the output of a 

convolutional layer. The final fully connected layers connects 

every neuron in the previous layer to the next layer. So the 

final down sampled feature map is stretched into a single 

vector and is given as input to the fully connected layer. The 

output of the final fully connected layer contains the required 

number of classes. 

C. Existing System 

Self-driving car are major import one in the modern traffic 

conditions, accidents happen every day in our roads and many 

peoples lost their life in the roads. To prevent this a system is 

mandatory which ensure safe driving.some of the approaches 

to develop a self-driving car DAVE, and ALVINN. The 

design of pilotNet (Nvidia end to end deep learning model) is 

inspired by ALVINN and DAVE. 
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D. Proposed System 

The pilotNet is a good CNN network which gives promising 

results,on any road conditions .which can eliminate the 

human errors on driving on the road and so it can work at any 

extreme conditions which gives safe journey .Advantages of 

Proposed System are 

1) We can reduce human by this machines. 

2) It can make quick decision. 

3) we can keep our roads safe. 

III. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The system architecture is as shown in figure2. 

 
Fig. 2: System Architecture 

A. Description of Modules 

The system mainly consists of four phases. They are: 

1) Dataset creation 

2) Creating a CNN model 

3) Training the CNN model 

4) Deploy the model. 

B. Datasets Creation 

Initially a dataset is created by acquiring images by driving 

the car in the simulator and games it must contain all the 

possible conditions in the road. It is time consuming process. 

 The various steps are shown in figure 3.Capture the 

road using a front camera, crop the region of interest many 

part of the image will be remain same .so crop the only 

changing part. And resize it to the required 66x200 resolution 

and the change the color model to YUV. Then, save the image 

and corresponding steering command to numpy file or csv 

file. 

 
Fig. 3: Dataset Creation 

C. Creating CNN Model 

Convolutional neural network layer types mainly include 

three types, namely convolutional layer, pooling layer and 

fully-connected layer apart from the input and output layer. 

There are many standard CNN architectures available which 

are proven their classification capabilities in many tasks, eg. 

LeNet, Alexnet, VGGNet, Inception etc. all these architecture 

differ due to the difference in number of hyper parameters of 

the network such as number of convolution layers, pooling 

layers ,fully connected layers ,the number of filters used in 

each layers, dropout rate at each layer, L2 or L1 regularization 

parameters, activation function type (ReLU, Sigmoid, Tanh 

etc.). After some researches and tries, a CNN architecture is 

defined for our classification task. 

D. Defining CNN Architecture 

The input size of images dataset is fixed to 66x200x3, so the 

initially the network is designed to occupy tensors(3D arrays 

here) of shape [66,200,3].The architecture of CNN model is 

shown in Figure 5.1.3.This model uses 5x5 ,and 3x3 filters 

for convolution and ELU(Exponential linear unit) as 

activation function in Nonlinearity layer. Batch 

normalization is applied to get better results, Adam is used as 

optimizer for gradient descend algorithm to perform. During 

training .a single image of a road character with steering label 

passes through all the layers and according to the applied 

gradient descent strategy here, the weights are updated. The 

output layer contains single neuron for the simulator model 

and 9 layers for the game model. 

 Layers design of model for simulator 

1) input image of size 66x200x3 

2) normalized input planes 66x200x3 

3) 24 convolutional filters of size 5x5 filters each output 

size 31x98 

4) 36 convolutional filters of size 5x5 filters each output 

size 14x7 

5) 48 convolutional filters of size 5x5 filters each output 

size 5x22 
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6) 64 convolutional filters of size 3x3 filters each output 

size 3x20 

7) 64 convolutional filters of size 3x3 filters each output 

size 1x18 total 

8) Drop out layers (0.5) 

9) fully-connected layer 1164 neurons 

10) fully-connected layer 100 neurons 

11) fully-connected layer 50 neuron 

12) 12 .fully-connected layer 10 neuron 

13) fully-connected layer 1 neuron output layer 

 Layer design of model for GATA V 

1) input image of size 66x200x3 

2) normalized input planes 66x200x3 

3) 24 convolutional filters of size 5x5 filters each output 

size 31x98 

4) 36 convolutional filters of size 5x5 filters each output 

size 14x7 

5) 48 convolutional filters of size 5x5 filters each output 

size 5x22 

6) 64 convolutional filters of size 3x3 filters each output 

size 3x20 

7) 64 convolutional filters of size 3x3 filters each output 

size 1x18 total 

8) Drop out layers (0.5) 

9) fully-connected layer 1164 neurons 

10) fully-connected layer 100 neurons 

11) fully-connected layer 50 neuron 

12) 12 .fully-connected layer 30 neuron 

13) fully-connected layer 9 neuron output layer 

E. Training the Model 

The model has to be trained with the dataset created for this 

we need to prepare the dataset to input and labels format so 

that the model understands it. For this. The dataset is 

processed and a list is created which consists of numpy array 

of images along with the steering label. The processed dataset 

is divided into training set and Testing set in the ratio of 

80:20. and again the training set is further divided into 

training and validation sets in the same 80:20 ratio, 

Validation set used here to test during the training time itself 

so that we can see whether our model overfitts or not during 

each epoch. An epoch is the complete iteration of training 

over the entire dataset. To reduce the complexities of memory 

inefficiencies while training the entire dataset is divided into 

batches and each batch is given to the network for training. 

 
Figure 4: Training the CNN Model 

F. Deploy the Model 

After successful training, the Model has to be deployed so 

that a user can make use of it the flow chart in figure 5 

describes how the model can be implemented in real time. 
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Take the camera input and preprocess by crop region of 

interest, resize, color model transformation, then make the 

prediction and send the steering command to the game 

/simulator 

 
Fig. 5: Model Deployment 

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Preparing Dataset for CNN 

The dataset created should be prepared to the form which the 

CNN model understands. For that the whole collecting 

images where processed to create a single list of numpy 

arrays along with the labels. The label change depend on the 

simulator or game .In case of simulator we use CNN 

regression a single neuron with steering angle ,and in game it 

will be classification with 9 class each class is a steering 

command 

left,right,forward,reverse,forword_left,forward_right,reverse

_left,reverse_right,no key. It will be represented and one hot 

encoding, the key binding and controller for the game are 

developed by mapping the output of the game display and the 

input to the game keyboard 

B. Deployment of CNN Model 

This algorithm takes the numpy array of images of road while 

driving. The prediction of steering command will be as 

follows 

1) Input the image numpy array 

2) Load the CNN model 

3) crop, resize, change color model 

4) For each image call model.predict() method 

5) Map the predicted output to steering command 

C. Testing the CNN Model 

The model is tested on both the simulator and the gata v game 

The simulator perform very well with the CNN model 

whereas game is not making the proper decision in many 

situations. Wrong decisions are predicted by the game 

environment. This project uses Convolutional neural network 

to predict the steering command. For that a pioletNet model 

is created and the hyper parameters are tuned to get the 

increased accuracy. The model make 100% correct decision 

on the udacity simulator where 40 percentage correct decision 

on the gata game 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated that the CNN are able to learn the 

entire task of lane and road following without human 

influence, a small amount of training data less than an hour 

of training was enough to run the car perfectly on simulator. 

The variation of the steering angle was smooth .But in the 

game, the correct decision effects on making commands for a 

single frame and real time objects that makes the network 

difficult to learn Hence the model makes the zig zag effect in 

the game. 

 The game model is not making the proper decision 

in many road situation .The steering commands are actually 

not depend on what command that we had made during 

training that makes the zig zag effect. This can be solved if 

we can learn both spatial and temporal features for that 

purpose. RNN (recurrent neural network) based model can 

also be included in future to overcome this defect 
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